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Getting Started with GEO, CouchDB, and Node.jsO'Reilly, 2011

	Where. Whether it refers to where you have been, where you are, or where you are
	going, the concept of where is important. Where links data to the physical world. A
	shopping list can be a very useful collection of data on its own, but that data can be
	even more useful with more context. If you map the location of the stores needed for...
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Delta-Sigma A/D-Converters: Practical Design for Communication Systems (Springer Series in Advanced Microelectronics)Springer, 2012

	The emphasis of this book is on practical design aspects for broadband A/D converters for communication systems. The embedded designs are employed for transceivers in the field of ADSL solutions and WLAN applications. An area- and power-efficient realization of a converter is mandatory to remain competitive in the market. The right choice for...
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MEAN BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Build six optimum end-to-end web applications using the M.E.A.N stack
	
		Follow the advanced Angular.js 2 application structure to build more scalable and maintainable apps
	
		Integrate an authorization system into your application and reuse existing code from projects

...
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Network Coding Theory (Foundations and Trends(R) in Communications and Information Theory)Now Publishers, 2006
Network Coding Theory provides a tutorial on the basic of network coding theory. It presents the material in a transparent manner without unnecessarily presenting all the results in their full generality.   Store-and-forward had been the predominant technique for transmitting information through a network until its optimality was refuted by network...
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Programming Web Applications with Node, Express and PugApress, 2016

	Learn how to program modern web applications using the full Node.js platform, including Node.js on the server, Express for middleware and routing, and Pug (formerly Jade) to simplify the creation of views.


	Node.js is the foundation of all full JavaScript apps and plenty of books cover its full usage. This book focuses on how to use...
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Google Compute EngineO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Learn how to run large-scale, data-intensive workloads with Compute Engine, Google’s cloud platform. Written by Google engineers, this tutorial walks you through the details of this Infrastructure as a Service by showing you how to develop a project with it from beginning to end. You’ll learn best practices for using...
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Practical Apache Spark: Using the Scala APIApress, 2018

	
		
			Work with Apache Spark using Scala to deploy and set up single-node, multi-node, and high-availability clusters. This book discusses various components of Spark such as Spark Core, DataFrames, Datasets and SQL, Spark Streaming, Spark MLib, and R on Spark with the help of practical code snippets for each topic....
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Traffic Grooming in Optical WDM Mesh NetworksSpringer, 2005
Traffic Grooming in Optical WDM Mesh Networks captures the state-of-the-art in the design and analysis of network architectures, protocols, and algorithms for implementing efficient traffic grooming in optical WDM mesh networks. Key topics include: - Static traffic grooming - Dynamic traffic grooming - Grooming models and policies - Grooming node...
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Node Web Development - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Node.js is a JavaScript platform using an event-driven, non-blocking I/O model allowing users to build fast and scalable data-intensive applications that run in real time.


	This book gives you an excellent starting point and goes straight to the heart of developing web applications with Node.js. You will go from a rudimentary...
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Practical WebDriverIO: Learn to Automate Effectively Using WebDriverIO APIsApress, 2021

	
		Learn how to quickly set up the test automation tool WebdriverIO, one of the major Node.js-based test frameworks. Software testing is here to stay, and an integral part of this is test automation. Dive into the amazing possibilities that WebDriverIO offers to automate browser interactions for a user of any web application. 
...
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Web Workers: Multithreaded Programs in JavaScriptO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Web Workers is a powerful feature of HTML5 that hasn’t received very much attention.
	
		It provides an API that allows you to run JavaScript in a separate thread that doesn’t
	
		interfere with the user interface of your web application. This JavaScript runs in parallel
	
		with the main renderer and any of your...
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OpenView Network Node Manager: Designing and Implementing an Enterprise SolutionPrentice Hall, 2000

The only complete, practical guide to HP Network Node Manager! 

HP’s OpenView Network Node Manager (NNM) is the industry’s most powerful platform for enterprise-wide IP network management based on SNMP standards. Now, one of HP’s leading NNM consultants has written the definitive, best-practices guide...
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